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Secure fixation of fractured osteoporotic bone is a serious clinical challenge mainly because 2 
the reduced mechanical quality of low-density bone hampers proper implant fixation.  Recent 3 
experimental findings have shown strong evidence for a rather complex bone-implant 4 
interface contact behavior, with frictional and non-linear mechanical properties. Furthermore, 5 
the bone microarchitecture is highly diverse even within the same anatomical site of a 6 
specific individual. Due to this intrinsic variability experimental studies that could analyze in 7 
detail the contributions of screw designs and thread geometry would require a very large 8 
amount of bone specimens; this hampers finding potential improvements for implant fixation. 9 
As a complementary approach, computational methods may overcome this limitation, since 10 
the same specimen can be tested repeatedly in numerous configurations and under various 11 
loading conditions. Recent advances in imaging techniques combined with parallel 12 
computing methods have enabled the creation of high-resolution finite-element models that 13 
are able to represent bone-implant systems in great detail. Yet, the predictive power of the 14 
mechanical competence of bone-implant systems is still limited, both on the apparent level 15 
and on the local microstructural level. The current strategy in high-resolution FE models to 16 
model the bone-implant interface, employing fully bonded cube-like elements, needs to be 17 
reconsidered, refined and validated, such that it mimics more closely the actual non-linear 18 
mechanical behavior as observed in vitro in order to exploit the full potential of numeric 19 
models as an effective, complementary research method to physical in vitro models. 20 
 21 
1 INTRODUCTION 22 
 23 
1.1 On poets, nerds, and finite elements, of course. 24 
This paper presents a review on the computational analyses of implants in bone. Being part 25 
of this special Journal of Biomechanics issue, the request was made to include a paragraph 26 
providing a historical background on the topic. It is probably somewhat short to state that for 27 
computational analyses of implants in bone this history goes back to the pioneering work of 28 
Rik Huiskes; yet, current work in this area can certainly be put in his tradition. It is clear that 29 
Rik Huiskes was one of the first to use finite element (FE) approaches in orthopedic 30 
biomechanics and for sure he made his name in the analyses of implants in bone. From 31 
those early days towards current scientific practice, similar modeling strategies are still being 32 
used, albeit the size of the FE models has increased substantially.  33 
This concept of using computer simulations fits perfectly in Rik’s beliefs on present 34 
day scientific culture. More specifically, he considered himself a strong advocate of the ‘third 35 
culture’ of science (Huiskes, 2000). Traditionally, a scientist would start using either 36 
theoretical or experimental approaches; yet, progress usually demanded the union of both a 37 
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theory to make sense of the experiments and data to verify the theory (Kelly, 1998). In the 1 
third culture, science can be done differently by using computational models as a means to 2 
finding the ‘truth’. Such models are like theories that simultaneously produce data, or like 3 
data with a built-in theory (Kelly, 1998). Hence, the third culture approach to understanding 4 
how a brain works, is just to build one! As soon as the created brain behaves like a real 5 
brain, then you know how the brain works. This form of discovery of course implies that only 6 
a single unique assembly of model components yields the desired behavior. Rik taught us 7 
that the very same strategy can be used to unravel the laws of bone adaptation, which he 8 
considered to be the main focus of his work (Huiskes, 1995). Such complex analyses 9 
typically require large computational frameworks and programs, and are executed by ‘nerds’. 10 
Evidently, Rik took pride in being a nerd.  11 
This review shows that current modeling strategies for the analyses of bone-screw 12 
interfaces, and for bone-implant systems in general, are clear exponents of the ‘third culture’ 13 
approach. Hypotheses on bone-screw interaction are being put forward and their merits 14 
tested using computer simulations. This work is done by engineers. Or not? According to Rik 15 
Huiskes there were two kinds of people: poets and engineers. Poets are the ones with 16 
visionary ideas; they get the big picture and create the framework along which engineers can 17 
do their thing. With Rik we lost a great poet.  18 
 19 
1.2 Osteoporosis increases fracture risk and affects implant stability 20 
Osteoporosis is a key contributor to bone fractures in elderly people. Despite the advances 21 
made in the diagnosis and pharmacological treatment of osteoporosis (Kanis et al., 2013, 22 
2010, 1992) the prevalence of osteoporotic fractures is still increasing because the 23 
proportion of the elderly in our population is constantly growing (Johnell and Kanis, 2006; 24 
Kanis et al., 2004). It has been estimated that in the year 2000, a total 9.0 million 25 
osteoporotic fractures occurred worldwide of which 1.6 million (18.2%) were at the hip, 1.7 26 
million (18.5 %) at the forearm and 0.7 (7.9 %) million at the humerus (Johnell and Kanis, 27 
2006). Considering the changing demographics, it has been estimated that in 2025 800,000 28 
hip fractures will occur yearly in men, and even 1.8 million in women; this corresponds to an 29 
increase of 89% and 69%, respectively (Kanis et al., 2004). It can be assumed that similar 30 
trends exist for other anatomical sites.  31 
The treatment regime of long bone fractures depends, among others, on the severity 32 
of the fracture. Conservative treatment, using plaster casting and splints, is generally 33 
performed on fractures in which the fragments can be realigned easily. However, 34 
conservative treatment is not advised for clearly displaced and angulated multiple fragment 35 
fractures due to a high risk of malunion (Burton and Watters, 2006; Perren, 2002). Hence, 36 
for more complex fracture patterns, surgical intervention is required. Typically, the 37 
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invasiveness of the surgical procedure increases with the complexity of the fracture. This 1 
can vary from using single fracture fixation screws to plates and rods in combination with 2 
multiple cancellous and cortical screws (Burton and Watters, 2006). Irrespective of the 3 
surgical intervention, the primary goal is to obtain secure implant fixation and thus to reduce 4 
the potential risk of revision surgery.  5 
'Secure implant fixation' or implant stability is typically divided into two consecutive 6 
phases: primary and secondary implant stability. Primary implant stability relates to a secure 7 
bone-implant fixation right after implantation and before any biologically driven bone 8 
remodeling takes place. During that time, the stability of the implant relies on interlocking 9 
and frictional bone-implant contact phenomena; this will withstand mechanical loading on the 10 
implant preventing excessive micromotion. Secondary implant stability is accompanied by a 11 
biological process called osseointegration and is initiated by lesions of the pre-existing bone 12 
matrix (Schenk and Buser, 1998).  13 
Despite the fact that local bone properties are known to play a major role in the 14 
fixation capacity of fracture fixation implants (Basler et al., 2013; Schiuma et al., 2013), a 15 
quantitative understanding of the effect of peri-implant bone quality on implant stability is still 16 
lacking. Even less is known about the local bone properties at the bone-implant interface. A 17 
deeper understanding of their relative contribution may help to develop implants that show 18 
enhanced primary implant stability and that could consecutively improve secondary implant 19 
stability; the latter is needed for secure implant fixation over a time span of several months 20 
(e.g. fracture fixation) or even years (e.g. dental implants and joint replacements).  21 
Secure implant fixation becomes even more challenging when the underlying cause 22 
of a fracture is osteoporotic bone. Osteoporosis does not only increase the risk for fractures, 23 
it also hampers positive treatment outcomes. First, appropriate treatment is hindered, 24 
because it is more difficult to obtain a secure, mechanically stable, implant fixation in low 25 
quality bone stock (Giannoudis and Schneider, 2006; Schneider et al., 2005). Numerous 26 
biomechanical in vitro studies have provided strong evidence that fracture fixation screws 27 
show a reduced mechanical competence right after implantation (i.e. primary implant 28 
stability) in patients affected by osteoporosis, due to their low bone density (Bonnaire et al., 29 
2005; Seebeck et al., 2005, 2004; Thiele et al., 2007). These findings have been supported 30 
by several clinical studies, where a low cortical and cancellous bone mass resulted in 31 
decreased implant stability (Goldhahn et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2001). Second, the biological 32 
fracture repair process is negatively affected. More specifically, it has been shown that in 33 
fractured osteoporotic bone the healing time is longer when compared to fractured healthy 34 
bone; hence, osteoporosis hampers osteosynthesis (Bindl et al., 2013; Kubo et al., 1999; 35 
Nikolaou et al., 2009). Therefore, patients suffering from an osteoporotic fracture depend for 36 
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a longer period of time on reliable fracture fixation techniques than patients with normal bone 1 
stock.  2 
In order to obtain a more detailed and quantitative understanding on the role of peri-implant 3 
bone for implant stability it would be helpful to perform in vitro a systematic investigation of 4 
the mechanical stability based on the local, patient-specific, bone structure. However, this is 5 
very difficult, because:  6 
1. bone possesses a highly heterogeneous structure and thus anisotropic mechanical 7 
properties (Keaveny et al., 2001) not only differing between individuals (Eckstein et 8 
al., 2002) but also among different sites of the same individual (Eckstein et al., 2002) 9 
and even within the same bone of a specific individual (Tingart et al., 2003; Wirth et 10 
al., 2011) (Fig. 1);  11 
2. implants are very variable in terms of design depending on their function (e.g. 12 
fracture fixation,  joint replacement, etc.) and anatomical location (e.g. screw in 13 
femoral diaphysis vs. screw in pedicle); 14 
3. most clinical imaging methods are not capable of reaching the resolution required to 15 
display the discrete morphology which is necessary to determine the anisotropic 16 
mechanical properties of trabecular bone;   17 
4. most medical imaging techniques that do reach the required resolution possess  18 
artifacts due to the presence of metal implants; 19 
5. systematic and independent parametric analyses based on in vitro physical models in 20 
which different implants could be tested in the same bone specimen at the exact 21 
same location are a priori not possible, because each mechanical test influences the 22 
following one;  23 
6. fairly large sample sizes of scarce human bone material would be required in order to 24 
reach statistical significance due to the large variance in bone quality.   25 
 26 
In view of these limitations, a computational approach, more specifically finite element (FE) 27 
modeling, has been proposed as an alternative strategy, provided that these models are 28 
properly verified (i.e. how accurate is the model?) and validated (i.e. how precise is the 29 
model compared to an vitro model?) (Huiskes and Chao, 1983). In a recent review paper, 30 
the following modeling parameters have been claimed to be crucial for valid FE models of 31 
bone-implant constructs (Wirth et al., 2010). The FE models should include:  32 
1. an adequate representation of bone and implant geometry; 33 
2. an adequate representation of bone and implant material properties;  34 
3. an appropriate description of the boundary conditions;  35 
4. an accurate representation of bone-implant interaction; and  36 
5. an appropriate representation of the failure behavior in bone-implant constructs.  37 
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The aim of the present review is to critically summarize the current FE modeling techniques 1 
for predicting primary implant stability. For this purpose, we will first summarize the most 2 
relevant structural and mechanical characteristics of trabecular bone that are considered to 3 
be critical for implant stability. Then, current modeling techniques will be reviewed and their 4 
individual strengths and weaknesses critically discussed in order to propose potential areas 5 
for improvement. Within the scope of this review, screws that are being used for fracture 6 
fixation of long bones are specifically targeted. 7 
 8 
2. THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF TRABECULAR BONE 9 
Bone is known to be a very complex multi-scale structure that is characterized by different 10 
mechanical properties at the different hierarchical levels. Typically, five different levels are 11 
distinguished: (1) Macro-scale [length scale: 10 mm - 500 µm] with trabecular and cortical 12 
bone; (2) Micro-scale [length scale: 10 - 500 µm]: Haversian systems, osteons and 13 
trabeculae; (3) Sub-micro-scale [length scale: 1 - 10 µm]: lamellae; (4) Nano-scale [length 14 
scale: 100nm - 1 µm]: fibrillar collagen and embedded mineral; (5) Sub-nano-scale (length 15 
scale: < 100 nm): minerals, molecular structure of collagen and non-collagenous organic 16 
proteins (Podshivalov and Fischer, 2012; Rho et al., 1998). The mechanical properties of 17 
bone do not only vary as a function of the hierarchical level but they also vary among 18 
different anatomical sites. This is especially true for trabecular bone, where its discrete and 19 
porous network is composed of rods and plates (Müller, 2009; Stauber et al., 2006). It is 20 
known that differences in mechanical properties of cancellous bone can vary by a factor of 2-21 
5 from bone to bone which is a much broader range than that found for cortical bone (Rho et 22 
al., 1998). Furthermore, it can also vary across different locations within the same bone 23 
(Keaveny et al., 2001). This is considered to result from a functional adaptation of bone to 24 
local mechanical loading. Beyond these variations in bone structure in space, bone can also 25 
adapt over time (Huiskes et al., 2000) since it is an organ that constantly thrives for 26 
homeostasis. For uncemented bone-implant systems, this process takes place during the 27 
transition from primary implant stability to secondary implant stability and is called 28 
osseointegration. Osseonintegration is highly dependent on the choice of material, requiring 29 
bioinert or bio-active material and surface configurations (Schenk and Buser, 1998) which in 30 
turn influence the degree of micromotion in the peri-implant region. Moderate micromotion 31 
has been shown to enhance bone remodelling (Duyck et al., 2006; Szmukler-Moncler et al., 32 
1998; Wazen et al., 2013; Willie et al., 2010). However, excessive micromotion leads to the 33 
development of fibrous tissues and therefor hampers effective osseointegration and 34 
hampers secondary implant stability (Gao et al., 2012). Secondary implant stability and its 35 
underlying osseointegration process is very relevant for implant stability; however, this 36 
review focuses on in silico modelling techniques related to primary implant stability only. This 37 
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is for two reasons: first, the development of a realistic numerical model of primary implant 1 
stability should form the basis for any subsequent modeling of the osseointegration process 2 
leading to secondary implant stability; second, osseointegration is such a highly complex 3 
process itself, governed by interacting mechanical and biological factors, it would require 4 
another separate review paper to provide a sufficiently comprehensive overview.  5 
 6 
3. IN SILICO TECHNIQUES TO MODEL PRIMARY IMPLANT STABILITY 7 
Computational studies of primary implant stability, such as FE modeling, allow analyzing the 8 
relative role of the peri-implant bone regions and of the implant-bone interface in a 9 
systematic and controlled manner. In FE models of bone-implant systems, a major 10 
distinction can be made in the way the mechanical characteristics of bone tissue are taken 11 
into account. Specifically, bone is either represented as a continuum material with 12 
homogenized properties representing bone at a length scale of about 1 mm, or as a discrete, 13 
cellular structure in which the bone micro-architecture is represented in detail. 14 
 15 
3.1 Continuum finite element models 16 
In a typical continuum FE model, the investigated structure is treated as a continuous 17 
material without any porous features. Continuum FE models offer a great variety of modeling 18 
options ranging from perfect bonding to the inclusion of friction, cohesive forces between 19 
materials, detachment at predetermined  thresholds as well as other non-linear mechanical 20 
behavior (Huang et al., 2008; Karunratanakul et al., 2013; MacLeod et al., 2012; Natali et al., 21 
2008).  22 
The mechanical behavior of fracture fixation screws in synthetic bone have been 23 
predicted successfully with FE models treating the synthetic bone (usually polyurethane 24 
foam) as a homogenous continuum. For instance, the computed push-out strength 25 
correlated highly with the experimentally measured push-out strength for screws in high 26 
density foams (R2 > 0.96) (Hou et al., 2004). Similarly, in silico bone-screw interface 27 
stiffness, assessed by analyzing the total reaction force on screws and the total strain 28 
energy of bones, was closely related to the strength measured in the pullout tests (R2 > 0.72) 29 
(Hou et al., 2004). In these studies, the assumption of homogeneous material properties is a 30 
reasonable assumption because the porous cell structure of synthetic bone is fairly 31 
repetitive. 32 
However, the same approach cannot be used for trabecular bone, because of its 33 
highly heterogeneous and anisotropic nature, being characterized by subject-specific and 34 
regional-specific variations in bone density (Rho et al., 1998). These local density variations 35 
are associated with variations in the local mechanical competence (Bevill et al., 2009; 36 
Morgan et al., 2003), hence, are directly related to implant stability. The density variations 37 
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are typically taken into account by assuming a relationship between the local CT Hounsfield 1 
numbers and the local mechanical properties, which are then included in the FE model (Rho 2 
et al., 1995). This technique has been developed (Taddei et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2002; 3 
Zannoni et al., 1998) and experimentally validated (Gupta et al., 2004; Taddei et al., 2007) 4 
for various bone types demonstrating that different relationships exist for different anatomical 5 
locations (Helgason et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2003). Further attempts have been made to 6 
use this technique in combination with implants. For instance, bone strain values could be 7 
accurately derived as demonstrated in a study that evaluated acetabular cups implanted in a 8 
fresh-frozen human hemipelvis (Kluess et al., 2009).  9 
A slightly different approach was taken in a recent continuum FE study on a rabbit 10 
bone-implant system; there, subject-specific Young’s moduli for cortical bone were selected 11 
that matched the apparent stiffness of in vitro mechanical test (Karunratanakul et al., 2013). 12 
For the trabecular bone, a fixed E-modulus of 153 MPa was used for all specimens. 13 
Frictionless sliding contact between screw and bone was assumed combined with partial 14 
bone-screw contact (10%) and a compliant layer (5 GPa) of 0.6 mm thickness around the 15 
drilled hole to account for bone damage due to pre-drilling and screw insertion. Using this 16 
particular configuration, continuum FE axial stiffness matched the measured axial stiffness 17 
with an error of less than 8%. Since this continuum FE model represented bone at a length 18 
scale of 1 mm, it is questionable whether this approach could also accurately predict the 19 
mechanical behavior of implants in highly porous bone structures such as osteoporotic 20 
trabecular bone, where individual trabeculae carry more load and therefore play a more 21 
important role in mechanical stability as compared to trabeculae in high-density bone. 22 
 23 
3.2 Microstructural finite element models  24 
As shown in the previous section, continuum models can be capable of providing a 25 
reasonably accurate prediction of bone-implant behavior. Yet, it has to be realized that the 26 
continuum models are using bone material properties which are valid at a length scale of 5 27 
mm or more in order obtain a sufficiently representative volume of interest in which the 28 
apparent mechanical properties of such a cellular solid can modeled as a continuum  29 
(Diamant et al., 2005; Gordon et al., 1998; Harrigan et al., 1988). Hence, these models 30 
cannot accurately describe the stress and strain field at a length scale smaller than 5 mm, 31 
such as at the bone-screw interface. Consequently, it can be expected that in continuum 32 
models each specific screw needs a specific interface description, with screw-specific 33 
bonding and friction coefficients. In case a more detailed analysis is needed, such as for the 34 
precise characterization of screw geometry on the surrounding bone stresses, a more 35 
detailed description of the local geometry of the trabecular structure and of the specific 36 
shape of the implant is required. 37 
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Finite element models that include bone microstructure are typically based on data obtained 1 
from micro-computed tomography (CT) imaging (Müller and Rüeggsegger, 1994). Beam 2 
and shell elements provide an elegant way to represent the trabecular struts and plates. It 3 
has been shown that such models can accurately represent the apparent mechanical 4 
behavior of bone (van Lenthe et al., 2006; Vanderoost et al., 2011). Such models would 5 
have the potential to analyze the mechanical behavior of bone-implant systems as well. Yet, 6 
this has not been presented in literature.  7 
More recently, a purely computational strut-model  has contributed to a better 8 
understanding of the mechanics underlying implant stability (Ruffoni et al., 2012). For this 9 
purpose, a three-dimensional beam lattice model was developed that modeled the trabecular 10 
bone structure (Fig. 2). Microstructural features of the lattice were varied systematically. It 11 
was found that stiffness and strength were affected most by removal of trabeculae in the 12 
peri-implant region and by trabecular thinning, respectively.  13 
More commonly, voxel-based approaches are being used to represent bone 14 
microstructure. Micro-CT based FE (FE) modeling allows for a detailed representation of 15 
the bone micro-architecture and can be realized by a direct conversion of image voxels into 16 
hexahedral cubic elements (Adams and Taylor, 2000; van Rietbergen et al., 1995).This in 17 
silico approach has been proven to be a robust and reliable method to quantify the 18 
mechanical behavior of trabecular bone (Chevalier et al., 2007; van Lenthe et al., 2006). 19 
Parallel computing methods with dedicated FE solver have allowed increasing the bone 20 
model size beyond 100 Mio. elements (Adams et al., 2004; Arbenz et al., 2008; Flaig, 2012). 21 
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the largest linear-elastic  µFE model so far has been 22 
run on the Jaguar at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Cray XT5) with 388*109 degrees of 23 
freedom (DoF) using a pointer-less octree- like data structure to avoid unnecessary storage 24 
of regions where no bone mass is present (i.e. void spaces) (Flaig, 2012). 25 
Furthermore, non-linear µFE models of trabecular bone have been introduced to simulate 26 
bone strength (Bevill and Keaveny, 2009; Christen et al., 2010; Hambli, 2013). More 27 
recently, highly complex models considering fully non-linear mechanical bone properties (i.e. 28 
material and geometry) have been applied on fairly large models containing up to 1.5*109  29 
DoF (Fields et al., 2012; Nawathe et al., 2014).  30 
Voxel-based µFE models with a detailed representation of the peri-implant structure 31 
have revealed obvious differences between continuum FE and discrete FE models (Fig. 3, 32 
(Wirth et al., 2012)) and have contributed to a better understanding of the mechanics 33 
underlying implant stability (Wirth et al., 2011). In the latter study, the bone microstructure of 34 
twelve humeral heads was assessed using µCT followed by digital screw insertion at 25 35 
different locations for each humeral head. A virtual biopsy was taken prior to insertion at 36 
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each insertion site and bone structural quality was quantified based on morphometric 1 
indices. The apparent stiffness of the 300 screw-bone specimens was computed as a proxy 2 
for implant stability. While global bone density showed only moderate correlation with screw–3 
bone stiffness (R2 = 0.52), local BV/TV was a very good predictor (R2 = 0.91). The prediction 4 
even improved further when local bone apparent Young's modulus was used as a predictor 5 
for screw–bone stiffness (R2=0.97). This clearly demonstrates that not only bone mass but 6 
also the trabecular architecture plays a key role in implant stability.  7 
The voxel-based models can be used to estimate strength. More specifically, pull-out 8 
tests have been performed on ten sheep vertebral bodies that were fixed in PMMA and into 9 
which orthopedic screws were inserted (Wirth et al., 2009). Subsequently, µFE models of the 10 
same bone-implant constructs were created based on µCT scans at a nominal voxel 11 
resolution of 25 µm. Isotropic material properties (Young's modulus) were assumed. Pull-out 12 
strength was derived based on the Pistoia criterion (Pistoia et al., 2002) in which the strength 13 
depends on the size of the volume of interest (VOI) around the implant and on the amount of 14 
highly stressed bone elements. Following this approach, in silico strength correlated highly 15 
(R2 = 0.87) to measured pull-out strength. Yet, it is questionable whether the same settings 16 
would predict pull-out strength for other screw geometries or even in bone having 17 
substantially different microstructure.  18 
Voxel-based µFE models typically assume bonded bone-implant interfaces. In case 19 
of well-osseointegrated implants (Gabet et al., 2010; Stadelmann et al., 2012), this seems to 20 
be a reasonable modeling approach as it corresponds to an infinite coefficient of friction 21 
between bone and implant. However, frictional phenomena and non-linear behavior might 22 
play a substantial role in primary implant stability, as elucidated in the next section, and 23 
would require a more detailed representation of the bone-implant interface characteristics. A 24 
more detailed representation of the bone-implant characteristics could be accomplished by a 25 
local mesh refinement at the interface to model frictional contact as well as by an 26 
implementation of plasticity formulations to model mechanically induced bone damage. 27 
While commercial FE solvers are actually capable of modeling these features, they lack the 28 
computational power to solve models containing the required number of elements, which 29 
could easily exceed 108 elements. On the other hand, FE models do have the 30 
computational power to solve models of this size, but generally lack the capability to model 31 
complex and non-linear mechanical behavior.  In the next section, more details are provided 32 
on the complexity and on the challenges to accurately model the peri-implant bone 33 




4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF PERI-IMPLANT BONE MECHANICS 1 
An insightful technique to evaluate peri-implant bone mechanics is to combine 2 
biomechanical testing with imaging. This technique has seen several implementations. One 3 
straightforward approach is to evaluate first the local bone morphometry at or around the 4 
implant insertion site using CT. Subsequently, mechanical tests are performed to retrieve 5 
relevant apparent mechanical properties of the bone-implant system that are then compared 6 
to the local bone architecture. Using this approach, Schiuma et al. found that bone volume 7 
fraction (BV/TV) and trabecular number (Tb.N.) correlated inversely with the load-induced 8 
displacement (Schiuma et al., 2013, 2011). Ideas exist to implement this technique into a 9 
clinical setting (Edwards et al., 2012). 10 
In a more sophisticated approach, imaging and mechanical testing are being 11 
combined in one single experimental set-up. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) has been used 12 
to quantify the micro-motion of the cement-bone interface in arthroplasty (Mann et al., 2008). 13 
In such an experiment, displacement fields are determined at discrete locations along the 14 
center line of the specimens. Additionally, relative displacements between neighboring 15 
markers are computed to track motion patterns of bone and implant and of the contact 16 
interface. This technique has been applied on in vitro prepared cemented total hip 17 
replacements subjected to nondestructive mechanical loading. It was shown that most of the 18 
compliant response due to mechanical loading occurs at the bone-cement interface 19 
indicating highly non-linear behavior in this region. A limitation of this technique is that DIC 20 
can be performed on exposed surfaces only.  21 
The above-mentioned limitation is not present when CT is being used as the 22 
imaging technique. The combination of step-wise micro-compression in combination with 23 
time-lapsed CT imaging, also referred to as image-guided failure assessment (IGFA) has 24 
been used to visualize and quantify directly in 3D the fracture initiation and progression on 25 
the microscopic level (Basler et al., 2013; Gabet et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2013). Recently, 26 
a custom-made automated mechanical loading device has been built that is compatible with 27 
a high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT) system 28 
(XtremeCT, Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) (Mueller et al., 2013). Using this 29 
device, it has been found that the ultimate force of dynamic hip screws (DHS) implanted in 30 
proximal human femora, correlated highly with the peri-implant bone volume fraction (R2 = 31 
0.85). Furthermore, it was demonstrated that primary fixation failure only occurred in the 32 
peri-implant trabecular bone region. In a subsequent study, dynamic cut-out of these DHS 33 
screws was assessed (Basler et al., 2013). It was demonstrated that, first, bone volume 34 
fraction correlated highly with implant migration (R2 = 0.95); second, the implant migration 35 
rate was inversely correlated to bone-implant contact area, and third, the bone-implant 36 
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interface was significantly smaller on the experimentally tracked screw migration path 1 
compared to a hypothetical straight line in loading direction. From this, the authors 2 
concluded that implants migrate on a path of least resistance. Furthermore, the largest 3 
displacements occurred in the immediate vicinity of the implant and decreased non-linearly 4 
when moving away from the implant in radial direction (Basler et al., 2011; Gabet et al., 5 
2010).  6 
 7 
 8 
5. TOWARDS IMPROVED ACCURACY OF MICROSTRUCTURAL BONE-IMPLANT 9 
MODELS 10 
The IGFA study (described above) on dynamic hip screws in human femoral heads has 11 
been replicated in a FE study (Basler et al., 2011). The calculated displacement fields were 12 
in good agreement with the experimentally measured displacements fields (R2 =0.67 - 0.92); 13 
yet, the displacements in the peri-implant region were overestimated up to a factor 4 (Fig. 4). 14 
Hence, a mismatch is present between the local displacements as calculated from the micro-15 
FE model and measured in the in vitro experiments.  16 
 The FE models typically assume one isotropic Young’s modulus for all bone 17 
elements in the model. Although this approach does not take local variations in trabecular 18 
mineralization into account, it seems to be a valid approach. Specifically, in a recent study, 19 
synchrotron radiation micro-computed tomography (SRCT) based micromechanical finite 20 
element models of trabecular that accounted for mineral heterogeneity were compared with 21 
homogeneous models. The comparison of the apparent stiffness tensor of both model types 22 
revealed that homogeneous models led to an overestimation of less than 3% as compared 23 
to the heterogeneous models (Gross et al., 2012). Furthermore, successful validation for 24 
CT based FE models of trabecular bone, in which bone trabeculae had been modeled 25 
consisting of homogenous material properties only (Chevalier et al., 2007; van Lenthe et al., 26 
2006), indicates that other modeling features must cause the present mismatch between in 27 
silico and experimental data of bone-implant systems.  28 
One modeling feature that may explain the current mismatch is the presence of 29 
damage. There is histological evidence that screw insertion causes local damage to the 30 
bone tissue in immediate vicinity of the screw (Bartold et al., 2011; Lee and Baek, 2010; 31 
Wawrzinek et al., 2008). In a recent study (Torcasio et al., 2012) small implants were 32 
inserted at the medio-proximal site of 8 rat tibiae. While the limbs were subjected to axial 33 
compression loading strains close to the implant on the tibia surface was measured using 34 
strain gauges. Furthermore, specimen-specific µFE models were created. For each limb four 35 
models were created: one in which the bone was assumed to be fully osseo-integrated, and 36 
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three additional models in which a weak peri-implant bone layer of 40 µm, 80 µm, and 160 1 
µm was simulated (Fig. 5). In all cases, measured and computational strains correlated very 2 
well (R2 higher than 0.92 for all cases). Yet, the calculated strains varied strongly; the strains 3 
were overestimated by 69% for the fully osseointegrated case and were underestimated by 4 
9% for the models with the 160 m weak bone layer. Hence, it could be relevant to include 5 
weaker, ‘damaged’, bone close to an implant. However, since the strain validation took place 6 
on the cortical bone surface on rat tibiae, it is not clear if this method is also applicable and 7 
useful to human trabecular bone as well. Furthermore, a more refined understanding of the 8 
thickness and tissue modulus of the low-quality peri-implant region seems required. 9 
Another modeling feature that may explain the mismatch between measured and 10 
calculated mechanical properties is micromotion between implant and bone. This finding is 11 
supported by DIC experiments of bone-cement constructs (Mann et al., 2008). Based on 12 
their experimental data, µFE models of a cement–bone interface specimen were produced 13 
using micro-computed tomography images of a physical specimen that was sectioned from 14 
an in vitro cemented total hip arthroplasty. Smoothed interfaces were introduced into the 15 
µFE models that are capable of simulating de-bonding and sliding between two materials. 16 
Even though the authors revealed that smooth surfaces imply frictional phenomena which in 17 
turn relate to hysteresis and not to interface compliance, it is reasonable to assume that a 18 
smoothed interface model still can contribute to an increased 'global' compliance of the 19 
entire implant-bone system. Yet, a recent µFE study has questioned the importance of 20 
friction regarding its effect on micromotion between implant and bone (Limbert et al., 2010). 21 
In their study, a µCT-based FE model of an oral implant inserted into a Berkshire pig 22 
mandible was created to assess the relative micromotion between the implant and the 23 
surrounding trabecular bone. Non-linear contact FE analyses were performed simulating a 24 
uniaxial load applied to the top of the implant. The authors could show that friction did not 25 
have a significant effect on the magnitude of relative displacement between the implant and 26 
the bone. To sum up, where interlocking prevails (e.g. cancellous fixation screw) friction 27 
plays a minor role. On the other hand, for implants based on press fit (e.g. knee or hip 28 
arthoplasty), the frictional component is very important.  29 
In summary, while there is experimental evidence that compliant elements at the 30 
interface are able to replicate the interface compliance observed in vitro, it remains unclear 31 
to what extent smooth interface contact contributes to the compliance at the local level as 32 
well as at the apparent level. At first sight, it seems useful to incorporate both features into 33 
µFE models to investigate their relative contribution to an improved prediction of the local 34 
and global mechanical competence of implants in trabecular bone However, it is important to 35 
note that the attempt to simulate in silico and to validate in vitro patient-specific implant-bone 36 
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interaction in such great detail is only useful if such a detailed bone-interface description can 1 
also be directly measured in a patient in the first place.   2 
15 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 1 
The aim of this review was to provide a critical summary on the state-of-the-art in finite 2 
element modeling of primary implant stability. Strengths and weaknesses were discussed 3 
and are summarized in Table 1, using the five criteria as listed in the Introduction.  4 











Continuum model + + +++ + + 
Microstructural models       
- Beam  ++ + ++ + + 
- Voxel  +++ ++ ++ + + 
- Smooth-surface +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
Table 1: + poor, ++ moderate, +++ good modeling features 5 
 6 
In conclusion, the trabecular bone structure and composition in each patient is highly unique, 7 
site-dependent and influenced by gender, age, physical exercise and physiological condition. 8 
Due to this intrinsic variability, in vitro biomechanical models would require a large amount of 9 
bone specimens for reliable parametrical studies in order to find potential improvements for 10 
implant fixation. Instead, in silico methods, such as FE modeling, do not suffer from this 11 
limitation. However, it is important to note that any in silico method requires a rigorous 12 
validation with corresponding in vitro models as well as verification of its accuracy and 13 
robustness (Huiskes and Chao, 1983). Whereas continuum FE models can provide 14 
reasonable estimates of bone-implant interaction, they cannot be used for the detailed 15 
analysis of bone-implant interface mechanics; hence, they are of limited value in implant 16 
shape optimizations. Alternatively, finite element models that explicitly model the bone-17 
implant interface and peri-implant bone region can be used. While this approach has turned 18 
out to be a reliable and accurate method to assess the mechanical competence of trabecular 19 
bone, it has been less successful for bone-implant systems. Experimental data suggests that 20 
this may be related to the specific way the bone-implant interface is modeled. There is 21 
cumulating experimental evidence that bone in the peri-implant region is more compliant 22 
than in other bone regions due to local bone damage. We hypothesize that this phenomenon 23 
should be included in µFE models to further improve the accuracy of patient specific µFE 24 
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Fig. 1: Representative cases of low, average and high density bone for different anatomical sites such 
as the femoral neck, the femoral trochanter and the distal radius. Reproduced from Müller R. 
and van Lenthe G.H. (2004). 3-D Microcomputed tomography: a new method to assess bone 
microarchitecture. Medicographia 26 (3): 285-293. 
 
Fig. 2: a) Three-dimensional cubic lattice model (edge length 17 mm) with the implant (in black) 
positioned in the center of the top xy-plane of the bone lattice. b) Schematic cross section (xz-
plane) of the cubic lattice. Reference implant dimensions are reported. The vertical trabeculae 
connecting the tip of the implant with the lattice were removed. Reproduced from Ruffoni, D., 
Müller, R., van Lenthe, G.H., 2012. Mechanisms of reduced implant stability in osteoporotic bone. 
Biomech. Model. Mechanobiol. 11, 313–23. 
 
Fig. 3: Direct comparison of continuum and discrete micro-CT based finite element modeling of bone-
implant systems. In the left columns is low-density bone and in the right columns high-density 
bone. First row: 5 mm insertion depth. Second row: 10 mm insertion depth. Third row: 15 mm 
insertion depth. Different scales were used for the two FE models. Continuum models are no able 
to capture the load distribution as detailed as the discrete bone models. Reproduced from Wirth, 
A.J., Müller, R., van Lenthe, G.H., 2012. The discrete nature of trabecular bone microarchitecture 
affects implant stability. J. Biomech. 45, 1060–7. 
 
Fig. 4: a) Visualisations of displacement fields obtained by strain mapping and b) micro-finite element 
analysis . Please note the different scale bars. Reproduced from Basler, S.E., Mueller, T.L., 
Christen, D., Wirth, a J., Muller, R., van Lenthe, G.H., 2011. Towards validation of computational 
analyses of peri-implant displacements by means of experimentally obtained displacement maps. 
Comput. Methods Biomech. Biomed. Engin. 14, 165–74. 
 
Fig. 5: Four models corresponding to four representations of the bone implant interface were created. 
The first model consisted of bone and implant only (a). In the second (b), third (c), and fourth (d) 
model, reduced mechanical competence was modeled by assigning a Young modulus of 0.1 GPa 
to a peri-implant bony region with increasing thickness when moving from b to c. Reproduced from 
Torcasio, A., Zhang, X., Van Oosterwyck, H., Duyck, J., van Lenthe, G.H., 2012. Use of micro-CT-
based finite element analysis to accurately quantify peri-implant bone strains: a validation in rat 
tibiae. Biomech. Model. Mechanobiol. 11, 743–50. 
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